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There in a long tradition of using third parties to help management

and labor achieve closure when they find themselves at impasse and Feel

unable to make Further progress on their own. The processes of

mediation, fact-finding; and arbitration-are familiar to us, and we all

recognize that the nresence of an unbiased and presumably fair neutral

changes the ways in which barginers interact. But by the time neutrals

enter at impasSe; position'.i have usually been polarized and flexibility'

of the narties.to consider new alternatives severely eroded. Nlthough

impasse may he tie point in the bargaining process at which neutrals are

most commonly used, for many reasons it May also he the period 4n the

relationshin between the parties at Which they can he least effective.

There an egually long, but much less widely recognized,

trdition or ne,itral involvement in bargaining which has as its major

nth-On-Se the preYention of impasse; rather than its reserirtion. The

deVelopMeht of joint labor-management committees with the participation

of third narties; the Relations-by-Objectives initiatives of the Pedetal

"lediatisin and Conciliation Service; and the attempts by several social

scientists to change bargaining interactions through Organitat4on

Development techniques are all examples of what might he called

preventative mediation. The purpose of these programs is to,a1--Ler the

structures and processes through which parties interact at the

bargaining table so that they can strengthen their relationships and

more effectiyelv reScilVe their- mutual prOblems;

The next fifteen years promises to he a period of unusual stress

for higher educati:m in general; and for union- administration relations

in particular: Enrollments and resources are likely to decline in the

face. of inexorable demographic trends and competing demands for other
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critira qervIres.

If we focus our attention and efforts on our differences, we may

use the adversarial an -1 contentious environment of the bargaining' table

to fight more, and more over less and less. Ih the FACe of an

increasinglv malevolent environment, that is a fight that both sides may

lose. ')r T_1.e other hand; if, without losing sight of our- differing

interests, we can focus our attention on'working together to solve

extremely comnlex problems of mutual concern; bargaining may fulfill its

promise as in instrument for institutional AevelopMent; The problems we

Will fare in the lnfins and 1q9OS make it i4erative that we consider a

new approach to bargaining to accomplish' this. My Rutgers colleague,

Bert Brown, refers to this new' orientation as "mutual-gain bargaining,"

and I believe that it represents the form -of bargaining that will

characterize successful labor-management reI,ationships-in higher

education during the next decades.

The creative use of neutrals can beone way of redirecting the

course of negotiations towards mutual (laid bargaining. Last year; with

support from the :und or the 'mprovement of Postsecondary Educaticn, a

wneutral worked over a' 'period With the adrrinistrotion and

faculey union of a two-year, pOblic community college to test the idea

that a neutral could he a caralyst for more constructive mutual-gain

bargaining through involveMent With the parties before; during, and

after negotiations, as well as at impasse; Union-administration

relationships at this college during an earlier ten-year period of

campus growth and expatision'were considered satisfactory by both

parties. Uowever; the onset of enrollment declines, shifts. in Student

interests; inadequate state fiscal support l.evelslled the

I
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administration during the previouS round of negotiations to declare a

state of fiscal emergency, institute a reduction in force, and lay off a

htiMbet of tenured faculty. The negotiations that year were

undergtandably bitter and contentious. As the parties prepared to

tonehotiatea successor contract in the summer of 1181, their

relario ship was clearly adversarial, characterized by high levels of

distrAt and personal animosity, unwillingness to share information, and

an almost complete severance of communications. The layoff actions Were

being legally challenged; and charges and countercharges were being

exchanged; When the union and administration were approached and asked ,

IF they would be willing ro-parricipate in a pilot program to determine

if neutrals could help make bargaining more constructive, they both

accepted and gave as their reason can't get any worre."

They agreed to permit interviews of union and administration
.

representatives, and digrributiOn h a r,uestionnaire on campus to a-less:

the climate of present relationships. They also agreed to permit the

hehrtal to sit in at negotiating sessions with the right to offer -.

suggestions to the parties (later expanded to permit attendance by the

neutral at all caucuses). They indicated their willingness to

particinate zn workshops or other experiences which might he suggested

by the neutral; and to support an evaluation effort at the conclusion of

the project. In turn, jle neutral agreed to engage in no activity_

without prior consulration'with, and approval of, the.parties, and both

parties reserved the right to ask the neutral to withdraw from the

campus at any time if it felt it% interests were being coMprOtiaged.

These 6nriersrandings were contained in A letter jointly Signed by the

parties, which not only ensured that they would retain complete control

over the bargaining process but also served as evidence to each other of
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their doSire to improve t;heir relationship:

In describing some of the activities and outcomes of this pilot

project; At various points in this presentation I want to intersperse a

number of generalizations or assertions that I would offer as counsel to

others interested in ehe creative use of third parties. I will refer to

thtem as "Pronositions" to underscore their tentative nature since they

are based nrimarilv on experiences, in only one campus. However, they

are Fully cons_istent with the experiences of professiona'S and scholars.

concerned with the productive management of conflict in many settings,

and I belieVe that they are generally applicable to academic bargaining.

In the first Stacie of tHrird-party participation in bargaining, the

neutral mdSt contact the principals and reach a mutually acceptable

understanding With theM concerning activities and relationships. MA6y

campuses are familiar with the use of expert:consultants-as third

parties called in by administrators without \faculty consultation to.

examine some aspect of institutional operations. This client- consultant

relationship is not sufficient in bargaining, however. Since it is a

bilateral process involving two parties apnroaching each other With

Vegal equality, the use of third Party mutt be mutually agreeable; In

many ways,' chese initial c-ohtactS between the neutral and the

adminisrrativeand uniOn leadership constitutes the most critical phase

Of third party involvement, since- it is the foundation upon which the

balance of the process is built. eased upon our experience, I would

suggest the Rollo ing.

PROPOSITIOrT L. Neutrals can work effectively in bargaining
only i411-6h tinion and administration jointly wish to improve
their rel4tionshins, and mutually agree on the use of a third party.

PROPOSITION 2; During the initial contact stage, as Well es
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in all subsequent interaction, a neutral- Rust be honest, open,
and evenhanded; and treat both parties as equal partners.

ITIO 3; 7\ neutral can provide assistance, but
parties must retain control of their bargaining relationship
at -all times. This is fascilftated by an understanding that
the neutral serves as the pleasure of the'parties and will

,
immediately end the relationship at the request of either of them.

The implicatidn of these initial:propositions is that the potential

usefulness of a neutral in promoting mutual-gain bargaining is negated

if the concept is forced on either party. 'Constructive outcomes must b&

-desired, not imposed; and the neutral is a means, not an end. The gOal

of the process is to improve the relationships between the bargaining

pariiesi. and ro...permir them to retch more conF;tructiVe and mutually

advantageous contractual agreements. The neutral 18 effed'tive only to -

the 'extent. that both parties see him or her as a tool for that purpose;

This
4 means that the use of neutrals is not _a panacea for the problems of

'bargaining. l\ neutral cannot provide assistance if one party sees no

need to chance the bargaining relationship, ar is interested only in

attemptinc to maninul ate the other.

Limiting the use of neutrals to situariono in which the parties

share a desire to improve their relationship m at first glance appear

to make neutrals superfluous. Tlowever, the desire e-to Change, wh le

necessary, xs not by itself sufficient to lead to mutual gain

bargaining. For reasons which will he described hetow, the nature of

bargaining is such that even parties with the best of intentions may

inadvertently find rhemselVeS enmeshed in processes of spiralling

OiSruptiVe conflict.
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once a neutral has been accented by' the 'union and adMinistration,

the next stage of thp'process begins. In this diagnostic stage, the

neutral_ Works w.rth the union ann administration lkadersKin to collect
. . .

and analVZ6 data which will indicate more precisely the ongoing or

anticinate nrnblems in bargaining; The parties may both feel'a need to

improve their relationships, but at the .same time may have differeAt

concents of the causeof their present diffic6lties and therefore

different ideas abnut what must ha /men in order forchange to occur.

One of the functions of the neutral during this diagnostic stage is to

help the parties clarify which of their problems are related to apparent

conflicts nf interest, and which are caused by misunderstandings.

Aecause of the difficUlties in maintaining accurate communications in

bargaining parties are often unable to correctly make this distinction,

-yet without an accurate sense of their relationship improvement is

exceptionally difficult.

n this nroject, data. were collected to assist in diagnosis in two

ways. FirSt, faculty and administrators completed a questionnaire

deVelbped fnr this project which asked them tb identify characteristics

related to general campus climate, as well as the specific processes and

nutcnmes of liargaining nn campus; Second, intensive, open-ended

interviews were held with 21 union and administrative leaders on Campus.

in wh.ch-respondents were asked to idhntify their perceptions of the

bargaining relationship, how it got the way it was, and what both Sides

could 'lo to improve it. Roth the questionnaire data-and the interviews

were summarized, and Presented at separate meetings to the union

president and chief negotiator, and to t.fle administration president and

Chief negotiator. The data were provocative";--and the interview comments

were frank And in some cases unsettling. Both sides found sOme'bf their
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perceptions confirmed, and others disconfirmed by what they saw. They

both understood the importance of the results, and they bOth agreed to

expose the data to a larger group of people at' a ft111-day; off-campus

workshop d'irected by the neutral. This was a risky decision by both

parties, for several reasons. Some of the data reflected politically

sensitive issues (for example, the degree to which the faculty supported

the Onion, Or adminittrative perceptiops of top campus administration);

others dealt with matters which would almost certainly appear in the

forthcoming bargaining (for example; the degree of faculty satisfaction

with salary levels). In the existing adversarial campus environment;

those 'data could be used by either side to publicly attack the other.

In addition, the workshop setting might place either Of them in a

compromising position; or lead to expressions of overt hostility which

could worsen rather than improve their relationships- Dispite these

problems; both sides. agreed to Continue their participation. The

reactions of the parties during this f+iagnosis phaSe le-ail to the

following propositions.

PROPOSITION 1. 7. neutral can help parties collect and analyze
data concerning their bargaining relationship that will be
accepted as valid by both sides; and that will give them insight
into the dynamics and problems of their negotiations process and §tyle
Thit understanding is an essential precondition for change.

PROPOSITION 5. The active involvement of a neutral permits
patties to communicate collaborative intentions to each
other in a way that would not otherwise be possible when
adversarial relationships and low levels of trust make it
difficult for either side -to accept the word of the other as credible.

PROPOSITION 6. The presee of a neutral provides_sottieOrbteCtiOn
to the parties against h4v weak9esses exploited;_ And therefore
makes it more likely that they will be Willing to take risks
to improve their relationships.
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The decis'ion'to participate in a workshop to discuss the results caf

the data collection processes marks the transition between the diagnOIS

phnse and the intervention phase of the project. An intervention can he

thought of as an evert or process Which would not normally occur in an

institution but which has been designed to correct some diagnosed

f)rohlem. It should be noted, howeveri that while condeptually the use

of neutrals is presented in this paper as a sequence of four discrete'-

stages of entry,diagnbsisi intervention, and evaluation; in fact

eleMentS of each C5f these are seen all through the programs

implementation. The development o trist and credibility, ebr example,

a major concern during the entry phase; is a continuing and recurring
V

issue all through the program. Diagnosis, while 'most prominent after

entry issues have been resolved and before formal intervention

activities take placei in fact beginS_with the- first contacts with the

campus and iA refinedand altered by events in all other phaseS; In the

same wav; while the concept of intervention achieves fortal importance

with the development_of the workshop and the participation at the

bargaining table which followed; in fact even prior to that time a

number of important interventions had already affected the ongoing

functioning of the.baMpdS. P-or example, the initial contact by the

neutral with, the union and administration provided an opportunity fOr

signaling to each Other by their behavior a desire to Improve

bargaining; and the interviews and quesrionnair s themselves were

reported" later by participants to have called attention by their wording

and presentation to problems and-opportunities not previously

considered.
(.7
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The off-campus workshop was hased on an established OD- process

called survey feedback in which data collected from a group are given
t=-

hack to it in summary form to he used for understanding and changing

Organizational processes;. Eighteen people attended; evenly divided

between the union leadership, the administration leadership, and the
1-1 C

heads of the a6ademic divisions who were faculty nQw also considered

part of "middle management. .! I fie Morning session, summaries of the
. _el .

questionnaire.and interview data were displayed on large charts in front

of the room; analyzed by the neutral; and discussqd by the -participanrb.

Interest was extremely high, the.data were considered credible because

they had been generated by the partiCipants themselves; comments were

almost uniformly analytical and questioning rather than defensive, and

people seemed pleased to have an opportunity to publicly confront issues

which had previously only been discussed in the bidden processes of the .

bargaining table; The data indicated agreement by both sides that the

-cc-5110(1e had understood and n cepted goals, reward systems which

supported those goals; and good student-faculty relations, as well as

problems in campus morale and faculty- administrative

relationships.There was general satisfaction by bOth gkoup7 in many

aspects of insritutional functioning, as well as agreement that previous

bargaining relationships had reduced trust, decreased communications;

and exaccerhated adversarial relationships.In particular, they were

surprised hydthe mirror images they had Of each other as bargainers.

For example, the data indicated that they saw their own positions as

reasonable while those of the other side were nor,..and in the same vein

questioned the openness and flexibility of the otheri: the suppor,t. of

their constituencies; their desire to cooperate; and their willingness

to listen to new ideas and understand the other, while at the same time
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believing that their own side was free of these faults. The neutral was

able to rlISCUS8 these results in terms of commonly experienced
-

consequences of intergroup conflict, and to .,:4ggest that in a system of

low trust and inadequate communications. parries are likely to see only

those behaviors of the other whicI; confirm their own expectations, and
.

to ignore or mistinderStand 'lehaviors by the other which 'Would contradict

them.

The afrernOon-'session of the workshop was structured to permit the

three role groups to meet separately to identify specific problems which

they diSCUSSed in the Morhih0 session, an -r3 then to meet together to see

if t=he ehtite croup could work on one of these problems and achieve

consensus on the next steps that shbuld be rakeh to correct it. Because

of time constraints, the afternoon session was not fully successful in

achieviug Its goal. Nevertheless, the entire process was later

evaluated by the participants as baying had siqnificarN impact upon the

perceptions of each group about the other, increasing understanding of

the nature of their poor relariOnships, and changing the behaviors of

seVeral of the participants. Rased upon this experience, I have the

fn q reactions.

,

PR4OSITION 7.'7\ neutral can help negotiators establish
structures, such as workshops, in which bargaining parties
Can come together to discuss the nature of their reIarionshi
and the changes which could improve )it:

v PROPOSITION R. Sponsorship of such an activity by aneurral
legitimates the open expression of views; and ensures that
Conflict generated will not get out of hand; the off-campus
setting removes the participants from the common distractions
of the campus; and by leatIy separating the activity from
bargaining makes more open communication possible.
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Formal hat-gaining at the table began. shortly after the completion

the workshop, and participation of the neutral at the bargaining

table, in caucuses, in joint union-administration study committees; and

in: casual meerinns with the.bargainers before and after the s ssions

-Cn-sr,_r_Irce0 the major elements of the intervention phase of the project.

It is impossible to completely describe in this presentation the full

ranee nF cad t vitiPs of the neutral over XXX hours of bargaining 'held

urino YY sessions: indeed; preliMinary content analysis of notes at

each ;e lion identify literally hundreds of individual'behaviors,

rannini from mo,,arinq a dispute to rearranging chairs in a committee

nee-tin,' room. It is critical to note, however; what the neutral did not

do, ana that is attempt to influence the parties concerning the content

the contract. Rather; the neutral's role was to assist the parties

focussinn their attention on the process of their interaction, and

this to helm zhem more effectively accomplish their own objectives. We

all recoohize the difficulty that people have in clearly communicating

1e is, ,,(71 that the Messane sent by one is completely understood by

an-other. This problem IS intensified when the topics become more

complex, and \Oieh the parties fill different organizational roles and

thus have different Perceptions of OV.ganizational Iife. Rut perhaps of

even clreater importance, communication is problematic when the parties

:are in competition -- and bargaining is a clear example of a competitive

relationship. Thar is why bargainers are apt to focus -z.yeir attention

on the differences between their positions rather than rheit

similarities, to create stereotypical images of the other, to filter

communication so that messages inconsistent with the stereotype are

filretel our and ambiguities are distorted, and finally to be so

cOMtnirted to ones own eblutionS that one IS literally unable to hear
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much' leSs understand, the positidAs_of others. One example

demonstrating the effect of bargaining on communication ocurred during

one of the final sessions in tbis project. Several participants were

disussing the possible inclusion of a specific clause in the contract.

Two alternative positions were mentioned, voices were raised, various

interpretations of the two positions were offered, and additional

matters were injected into an increasing agitate' argument so that it

became difficult for the neutral to understand individual positions or

even the topic being discussed. Finally, one of the participants

Summarized the issue and asked for people to go around the tIlle and

Clearly state their position As a cQnsequence, it was discovered that

everyone who had been arguing hell exactly the same position. One of

the participants asked incredulously "You mean we've all -been in

agreement on this for the-last 15 minutes? I thought you guys
;

disagreed." He then' turned to Ehe neutral, laughed, and said "It's all

in line with your theory on how bargainers can misunderstand each

other." I have used this example, rather than many Othere; because of

4
the unusual circumstances of this argument;. it took place in a. team

caucus, and not in the bargaining conference! If, in the heat of

battle, it is easy to misinterpret the intentions and meanings of ones

Colleagues, consider how much more likely a bargainer is to do so faced

with an adversary. Rut while we are able to laugh about

misunderstandings with our friends and attribute them to the complexity

of the material, we are more likely to attribute exactly these same

misunderstandings with aa adversary to duplicity, incompetence, or a

''Ldesire to harm us, leading to a further deterioration in the bargaining

r-f-elationship.
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In this Particular situation the neutral merely observed, but in

man- others, the neutral actively intervened into the process in one of

Four- settings; at the bargaining table; in caucus, at joint study

committee meetings, and in infOrmal meetings with bargaining

participants. We are now in the process of creating a typology of. these

interventions so that we can more fully understand the dimensions of the

neutral role. At. the moment, however, brief examples of different

behaviors in each of these four Settings will serve to illustrate these

activities.

At the bargaining table, the neutral at several points helped to
_

clarify positions by summarizing what had'been said during long periods

of discussion, proposed language for a contract clause that Met 'the

needs of.l)oth parties but which they were having difficulty in

constructing, helped the parties to establish joint study committees to

take complex issues off the table, and focussed attention on the task

when diScussion strayed too far from the agenda. In caucus, the neutral

helped parties consider likely responses of the other side to bargaining

initiatives, provided ihfOrtatiOn about programs and practices existing

els6Where, suggested means by which narries could develop and sustain a

climate of trust, and clarified misunderstandings that individuals on

one Aide had about the Positions of colleagues or rival bargainer-S.

The neutral assisted the parties in establishing two joint study

committees, and one off-the-record problem Solving group which could

give more careful attention to complex mutual problems such as faculty

retraining, promotions Policy, and early retirement than would he

possible in the competitive interaction of the bargaining table. At

various times, neutral involvement included collecting and distributing
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to the Parties articles and program descriptions on these topics from

other institutions; proviaing one committee with drafts of language

Which Accurately reflected their discussions, and serving as convenor
,

and facilitator of a brain-storming session at which administration and

union negotiators worked together as colleagues to jointly develop as

inclusive a 1 is-j. as possible of alternatives which they later could

consider. The-work of the joint committees was accepted by _he

negotiators and incorporated into the contract. Ts one participant said
,

latPr at.the bargaining table, "these were real working committees; they

weren't adversarial at all, and there was no issue of turf involved."

in. addition to working witli-the bargainers in.these formal

settings; the neutral met frequently before or after bargaining sessions

with individuals in the bargaining process to discuss their perceptions

of progress, serve as a sympathetic listener, suggest aspects of their

bargaining hehaVibr that might he creating unwanted responses in others,

and ensure that they had understood c61.1abOrative overtures by the other

Side Which Might have gone unnoticed in the heat of debate. Experiences

with these behaviors sunnest the following statements.

PROPOSITION n. Non-intrusive interventions by a neutral into
the processes and structures of bargaining can influence both
the climate of the bargainingitahle and the outcomes of the negotiations.

PROPOSITION 10. Even when silent, at the table, a neutral
presence can change the actions of the participants by makin
them more self-conscious of their behavior;

PROPOSITION 11. Neutrals Familiar with higher education can.,
provide informational resources to the_parties_that otherwise/Might
not he accessibto them; their introdUction by a neutral
rather than by a'lLparty to the negotiations increases the
likelihood that they will he considered nondefensively.

PROPOSITION 12. Neutrals can he effective in auggesting
new structures for bargaining which are useful for dealing
with complex issues. Joint study committees provide one such alternative
structure which permits problem- solving rather than advocacy
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behavior, and leads to the development of solutions meetino the
interests of both sides.

PROPOSITION 13. Involvement at the table by a neutral can be
accepted as non-threatening _and supportive by the partieS
if it is seen by them as focussed on process and Structure,
rather then advocating specific substantive positions.

PROPOSITION 14.; Intensive contact by the neutral with_, the
participants- during the earlier diegnosis stage is probably
related to the credibility_ and trust later afforded the neutral
during the more sensitive bargaining interactions:

As a result of these interventions, the relationships and communications

between the parties were greatly improved over those seen in the

previous round of hegOtiationp. But n6w, after dealing with significant

non-monetary issues; the parties turned to salaries and fringe benefits

The fiscal crises that had been the proximate cause of their previous

animosity had not abated, and the collaborative intentions and behavior4

which had been developed over the past months began to deteriorate.

Finally, the union believed that no further progress could be made and

decided 4 declare impasse and seek the assistance of a state mediatbr.

The neutral, who had been present in all caucuses, knew that a

settlement range existed, that the oarties were closer to agreement than

they realized, and that without assistance the parties would be unlikely

to he able to discover this for themselves. He therefore offered to

serve as mediator, and both sides agreed; Because of the trustful and

open relationship developed previously; he was able after brief meetings

to suggest a salary package which, after several minor modifications;

was accepted. A 'number of vues were still unresolved on the table,

and one of the parties suggested that mediation be extended to include

these as well. In one additional day of separate discussions with the

parties, a package was developed which was approved by both of them,

negotiations were concluded, and union= administration/peace brok6 out.

it
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E3cpertence with this nhase the project suggests the following.

PROPOSITION 15. Mediation by a neutral who Vas previously
worked with the parties may be_seen by them
as a continuation of their collaborative relationships
rather than_ as a formal indication of impasse and inability
to agree. Ths more constructive orientation to mediation
may make it more effective than traditional crisis intervention.

PROPOSITION 16. When a mediator knows the real interests of
the parties because of previous involvement with them; there is
no need for them to nosture and no incentive to
misrepresent their goals as a barg&ining as might be the
case with a state mediator. Full use can be made of the neutral's
cloorl offices to help parties search for mutually acceRtablesoIutiFins.

T11e outcomes of this project were evaluated-in two different ways.

One was through a comparison of questionnaire data collected both before

and *fter the neutral- assisted bargaininn. On 15 items dealing With the

relationships between the union and the administrati-on, aqministrators

'say.' =mproVement in 11 at the conclusion of bargaining using a neutral

-:-Plred to the pre bargaining ratings, and fAcul-ty saw improvement in

In. In general, the parties saw increased trusti, Morse frequent

communications) diminished adVerSarial relationships, increased

commitment to Workthnether on common problems, and decreased levels of

miSunderStanding as a result of the new bargaining process.

The other, and perhaps more pursuasive evaluation, was performed by

a three-person project advisory committee which visited the campus at

the conclusion of bargaining, Interviewed the union and adMiniStration

leadership, and assessed the projects results.,.. Their evaluation fully

supported the empirical data. The parties were satisfied with the

outcomes of the negotiations, pleased at positive changes in their

relationship, and extremely supportive of the role neutrals could play.

They had gained valuable experience in working with each other; were
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more understanding of-the needs of the other side, and made changes in

their hargaining style. IrT particular, they noted that several

innovative clauses in the contract related to faculty retraining and

early retirement would most likely notlhave been included in the absence

ipof a neutral. In addition to determining the consequences -:f the

neutrals involvement, the evaluation team visitation was itself an

intervention. ORe a ing much like -an accrediting team; at the

conclusion of their visit they had an exit interview jointly with the

administration and union leadership to indicate their findings,

reinforce the parties changes of behavior; and suggest the importance of

maintaining their, new relationship in their future interactions.

7xneriences during this last phase of neutral involvement lead to the

PROPOSITION 17. Questionnaires can be used _to assess
changes in bargaining relationships relate-dto the use of neutri
as well as to diagnose problems prior to- neutral involvement.
They tnus offer an inexpensive way-for the parties to become
more se117-conscious about their relationship and increase its
rationality.

PROPOSITION 19. Addreditation-like reviews of bargaining process
by neutrals can serve to,highlight to the parties both the positive
aspects of their new behaviors as well as the need for
improvement. JOint exit interviews can also reinforce new
hehaviorS, therefirfre making them more likely to recur in the future.

Although this project was probably among the must carefully

documented and evaluated interventions into a real-tcife, ongoing

collective bargaining relationship; many questions -about it are still.

unanswered. Why did the parties change? Was the presence of a neutral

itself enough to inhibit behavior that would otherwise have occurred in

private? Or was a particular aspect of the intervention more or less

responsible, and if so which one? To Wh'at extent was the acceptability

19
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of the neutrilduring the intervention phases predicated on trust.built

up during the diagnosis stage? Can a stage in the process be skipped

without lessening its effectiveness? Pre these processes,more or tess

effective In institutions of various types, or with parties whose

Previous relationships are more or less adversarial? Did the parties

get all there w--s to get in :this negotiation, or in the absence of a

neutral would the adAinistration have exacted greater concession8; or

the union abhieVe increased benefirS? C

There are no definitive answers to these; but my own opinion is

that Wi-ChOtit the invol'venent of the neutral these parties would have

gone to ampasse, lost the opportunity to develop some unusual programs;

and perperm,ted their adversarial and highly strained relationships.

Probably of even greater importance; they would have foregone the major

benefit afforded by mutual-gain bargaining -- the opportunity to begin

working together as equals and colleagues on the critical questions

which will confront all c us as educators during the next. 15 years. If

they can maintain and strengthen these bonds in the future, they will

help to construct a new model of bargaining that meets the unique needs

of the academic community in troubled times.
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